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c. Entropy
The principle of equivalence is one practically important
postulate in the theory of energy; the other necessary
complementary proposition is the principle of entropy.
Transformations of energy are possible only as a result of
differences in intensity, According to the statement of
Carnot, heat can be transformed into work only by passing
from a warmer to a colder body, but mechanical work is
continually being transformed into heat, which on account
oi its diminished intensity cannot be re-transformed into
work again. In this way a closed energic system gradually
reduces its differences in intensity to an even temperature,
whereby any further change is prohibited. This is the
so-called' death in tepidity' (Warmtofy,
The principle of entropy is known in experience only as a
principle of partial processes which make up a relatively
closed system. The psyche can be regarded as such a
relatively closed system, in which the transpositions of energy
also lead to an equalization of differences. According to
Boltzmann's formulation,1 this levelling process corresponds
to a transition from an improbable to a probable condition,
but with an increasiiig limitation of the possibilities of further
change. We see this process, for example, in the develop-
ment of a lasting and relatively unchanging attitude. After
violent oscillations at the beginning the contradictions
balance each other, and gradually a new attitude develops,
the final stability of which is the greater in proportion to
the magnitude of the initial differences. The greater the
tension between the pairs of opposites, the greater will be
the energy that comes from them; and the greater the
energy, the stronger will be its constellating, attracting
power. This greater attracting power represents a wider
range of constellated psychical material, and the further this
range extends, the less chance there is of later disturbances
1 Populate Schriflen, p. 33.

